LYRA

ONLINE OFFLINE OPEN SOURCE METHODOLOGIES TO INVESTIGATE RESEARCH

SHORT TERM IMPACT:
- EXPOSE ABUSIVE POWER
- COLLECT EVIDENCE FOR JUDICIAL PROCEEDINGS
- KNOWLEDGE SHARING

LONG TERM IMPACT:
- REDUCE ABUSIVE POWER
- REDUCTION OF IMPUNITY

2008

NGOs
Activists
Identity Reporting
Decision Making
Community Leaders
Expert

2016

STRENGTHENING NETWORK TO PROTECT AND DEFEND RIGHTS
1. Don’t combine tasks with people for the work
2. Don’t rely on people you don’t know
3. Underestimate complexity
4. Overcommit

**Past -**
Invest Expert Networks
- Mergers
  - Knowledge
  - Books
  - Venue added

**Future -**
Open Source Information
- 2016
- 2017
- 2020

**Grew**
- Open Source Information

**Transnies Tr**
**EXPERIMENT**

1. TRANSDAIESTR
2. RUSSIA
3. MOLDOVA

- Rise IJ
- Media outlets / trained J
- ID activists?
- Witness → Ukraine
- Russian speaking trainers

2. Exploratory visit &
   listening to community and
   id activists / witness / journalists.
   issues that matters

3. Knowledge-sharing 1 week
   id needs / people

4. Linking to wider network / establish
   consolidate relations.

3. Identify who can be local go to
   person (connector to network)

4. Produce content / stories.

**LYRA**

**Solution**

Develop new methodologies
To tap on and offline sources of
information and

Deploy them through a
network of activists, INGOs, investigative
and media organisations to achieve
justice and accountability
and expose abusive power.
Short-term impact
- Expose abusive power
- Collect evidence for judicial proceedings
- Knowledge:
  - Strong

Long-term impact
- Reduction of abusive power
- Reduction of impunity

ONLINE OPEN SOURCES METHODOLOGIES
- NGOs
- Activists
- Country
- Experts
- Lawyers
- NTC
- CAR

EXPOSE ABUSIVE POWER

JUSTICE will for vulnerable communities